2012 land rover

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Buyer confidence is more important than ever these days which is why we at Global
Auto Outlet have the title records to prove this SUV is a one-owner vehicle. An odometer that
reads 97, miles speaks for itself. This Range Rover has been well maintained with a long,
healthy life ahead of it. The interior of this beautiful Land Rover Range Rover is completely
smoke free. No need to stress over if this Land Rover Range Rover has been maintained over
the years. There is no evidence that this SUV has ever been wrecked or had any body work
done to it at all. We know the importance of a powerful engine for those tough jobs. This Land
Rover Range Rover is equipped with a 4. With the 4. In addition, you can count on the rugged
off-road suspension to take you places that others can only dream of. You want nothing less
than the best and the luxurious accommodations on-board will give you exactly what you are
looking for in that special ride. All the best power, convenience and safety options are available
on this fully equipped Land Rover Range Rover. Compare and see for yourself. We have gone
over this SUV with a fine tooth comb and can assure you that everything under the hood is in
perfect working order. We know you want a vehicle that looks good. This SUV has been well
maintained and is flawless. The interior is spotless with no rips, stains, or blemishes of any
kind. Every major mechanical system has been inspected and found to be in good working
order. Appearance can mean a lot. This exterior is free of rust, dents, and dings but does have
some minor blemishes barely noticeable to the naked eye. The interior of a used vehicle can
take the hardest hits but the condition of this one has been well kept. Not an issue! We supply a
free report with all of our vehicles. Each vehicle that we sell comes with not only our assurance
of satisfaction but is also guaranteed to have a clean title history by CARFAX. Wondering how
many owners this SUV has had? We run a AutoCheck Report on every car we buy and make
that information available to you just for asking. Every car we sell comes with an AutoCheck
report. According to their latest, this SUV is a one-owner vehicle. Stop by or call us for more
information. For added security, an extended warranty is available. Ask a sales associate for
details. Want a new car? Have bad credit or no credit? Not a problem! Let us make your car
buying experience a little easier by getting you the lowest monthly payment possible. Want a
great deal? Come swing by today and check out this great deal, we are only minutes from
College Park! Powerful, luxurious ride. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. How to protect your
purchase? With this exceptional SUV, you'll get "sport," "utility," and comfort. When Land
Rover created this vehicle with 4 wheel drive, they immediately enhanced the performance
ability. Easily switch between two and four wheel drive to take advantage of the improved
traction. Left your phone at the restaurant? No problem. With the navigation system on this
Land Rover Range Rover, you'll be able to quickly find your way back to get it. It may well be the
last word in true off-road capability as well-- a combination not often found in the SUV market.
Range Rover's Sand Launch Control and Rock Crawl Program are impressive engine control
systems, while the leather interior with wood trim is one of the best-regarded in the segment.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Excellent Condition. Check
whether a vehicle is subject to open recalls for safety issues at safercar. It is equipped with a 6
Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Silver with a Other Leather interior. It is offered
As-Is, extended warranty is available. Indus Silver with Jet Black Leather interior. Come see
today. Call John We strive to provide everyone with the highest level of customer service,
quality cars, and competitive pricing. We have a very large and diverse inventory- hundreds of
vehicles of all types and for every budget - we have something for everyone! We also offer
dozens of financing options with competitive rates! Visit us at WWW. COM or come and take a
look in person. We have two locations in Houston! Southwest Houston Location Jeanetta St.
Our website will specify which location the vehicle is located at. You can also give us a call at
We would love the opportunity to answer all of your questions- we are here to help! Opulent
refinements married with exceptional engineering make this the kind of car you'll want to own
for a lifetime. This 4WD-equipped vehicle handles any condition on- or off-road with the sure
footedness of a mountain goat. With less than 91,mi on this Land Rover Range Rover, you'll
appreciate the practically showroom newness of this vehicle. Marked by excellent quality and
features with unmistakable refined leather interior that added value and class to the Land Rover
Range Rover HSE. No abnormal wear and tear. This highly refined Land Rover Range Rover
comes with exciting features you'd expect in a vehicle twice the price. These tires look to be
recently changed. An outstanding paint finish rounds out the wonderful aspects of this car. A
perfect find to complement any rare automotive collection. This beautiful lass will turn heads
everywhere she goes. Equipped with optional wheels. More information about the Land Rover

Range Rover: The fourth-generation Range Rover retains everything customers loved about the
previous model and has improved upon all of it. The result is a massively capable on- or
off-road luxury SUV with loads of power, smart handling, extensive use of technology and more
creature comforts than you can imagine. It rivals anything produced by Mercedes or Porsche,
and in fact now weighs less than either the Cayenne Turbo or GL, thanks to extensive use of
aluminum. The result is the most refined Range Rover yet. This model sets itself apart with
inspired handling characteristics, fantastic off-road capabilities, available supercharged V8
power, and All-aluminum body structure Contact our pre-owned department at or click link to
ask additional questions! Look forward to hearing from you! Recent Arrival! New Price! A
CarFax History Report is available. Serra Traverse City Wholesale to the Public offers the
consumer the ability to buy a vehicle at pre auction pricing. This vehicle is likely to have
multiple mechanical and or auto body defects. The term AS IS means that there is absolutely NO
expressed or implied warranty of condition or fitness for a particular purpose. This applies to
both the mechanical and cosmetic condition of the AS IS vehicles. The purchaser of an AS IS
vehicle will pay all cost for any repairs. Serra Traverse City assumes no responsibility for any
repairs regardless of any verbal statements made about any vehicle in the Wholesale to the
Public section. Excludes GM Certified Vehicles, other restrictions may apply. Ask your sales
associate for details. These fees are fixed and are non-negotiable. Prices may not include dealer
add-ons. Prices are subject to change without notice and may fluctuate based on current
economic market conditions. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change
without notice. Price includes all rebates and incentives. Not all customers will qualify for all
rebates. Contact dealer for most current information, check with dealer for all final pricing.
Source: Edmunds. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 1, Drivetrain Four Wheel Drive 1, Cylinders 8 cylinders 6 cylinders 4
cylinders 3. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Not provided. Check Availability. New Listing. Five Star Dealer. Price
Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. It's a great SUV. Perfect size.
Handles great and a pure joy to drive. I just bought a brand new a few months ago keeping the
and I still think the Range Rover is the best on the road! They ride like a dream, quite on the
road and many new features. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

